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ABSTRACT 

This report presents the development of a ~odel for predicting the 

travel time required by a motorist to travel from any freeway location 

to the end of the freeway system during freeway incident conditions. 

Operating speeds and shock wave speeds can also be predicted. Typical 

incident solutions and travel time results are presented. The mathematical 

model was developed following the kinematic wave theory of Lighthill and 

Whitham for use in the operational control strategy of freeway information 

variable message signs. 

Key Words: Freeway control, travel time, freeway inc·iden1:s, shock waves, 

traffic diversion. 

DISCLAIMER 

The contents of this report re~lect the views of the authors who 

are responsible for the facts and the accuracy of the data presented 

herein. The contents do. ·not necessarily ref~ect the official views or 

policies of the Federal Highway Administratio~. This report does not 

constitute a standard, specification or regulation. 
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SUMHARY 

Freeway incidents frequently occur and cause congestion on urban 

freeways even where surveillance and control systems are in operation. 

Methods are being sought for reducing the effects of these incidents 

through the use of variable message signs and other driver communication 

methods whereby motorists would be diverted from the freeway to alternate 

routes if conditions on the freeway relative to selected alternate routes 

justified the diversion. Travel times on the freeway and alternate 

routes are one measure that would be considered. The need existed on 

the Gulf Freeway surveillance project for travel time prediction 

capabilities since freeway traffic diversion was being planned. 

To satisfy the need previously described, a model was developed for 

predicting the time required by a motorist to travel from any selected 

freeway location to the end of the freeway system during freeway incident 

conditions. The model is predictive in that it computes an estimate of 

a motorist's travel time if the motorist were to enter the freeway 

several minutes in the future. Freeway speeds, volumes and shock wave 

speeds are also predicted. The mathematical model of freeway incident 

conditions was developed following the kinematic wave theory of Lighthill 

and Whitham. 

A computer program was written to compute the desired travel times 

when the initial freeway conditions and the characteristic.s of the 

incident were known. Four incidents were studied to determine the 

accuracy of the model when all conditions were known. The model was 

calibrated to these data with an error in travel time of no greater than 
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15 percent for 85 percent of the time. 

Implementation 

The travel time model is to be used as a part of a freeway traffic 

information and diversion system on the Gulf Freeway iri Houston to 

divert motorists··aro1111d congestion when an incident occurs on the freeway. 

The model may also be used to predict the effects of a lane closure in 

terms of lengths of queue backups and delays. The theory developed in 

this research with regard to describing incident conditions has already 

been helpful in describing more effective incident detection systems.(!)· 
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INTRODUCTION 

Freeway ramp control systems have proved their effectiveness in 

relieving freeway congestion when operations are free of incidents. 

Incident conditions, however, are a frequently occurring phenomena on 

urban freeways. Goolsby found that within a 6-mile section on the Gulf 

Freeway in Houston (l) over 13 lane-blocking incidents occur on the 

average during the time period of 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. from Monday through 

Friday. Stalled vehicles and accidents were the contributing causes 

of 97 percent of the incidents observed. Approximately 80 percent of the 

incidents reduced the capacity o[ the freeway by about one-half or more. 

Freeway operational improvements have been proposed and/or imple

mented for improving the level of service provided during incidents. 

Several of these systems have consisted of some form of variable message 

signs (1, i, 1, ~). One of the chief operational objectives of -these 

signs is to increase the effective capacity of the freeway corridor 

during incidents on the freeway by achieving a higher utilization of the 

adjacent frontage road and surface street system. Driver preference 

questionnaire studies indicate that drivers will divert around con

gestion if accurate, reliable, and timely trafLle lnformatJ.on Js p:rovlded 

to them. This diversion could occur from the freeway, at the frontage 

roads, or at major intersections located within the freeway corridor (J). 

One measure of the likelihood and desirability of diversion is the travel 

time saving that may occur to motorists if they were diverted (]_, .§_). 

This evaluation requires an estimate of the travel times along the 

alternate route and along the freeway during the incident conditions. 
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This paper presents the development of a method for predicting the 

time a motorist will require to travel from selected freeway locations to 

the end of the freeway system during incident conditions on the freeway. 

It is predictive in that it computes an estimate of what a motorist's 

travel time would be if he were to enter the freeway at a selected location 

some time in the future after the incident has occurred. Speeds, volumes, 

and other operational measures together with the speed and location of 

shock waves can also be predicted. Previous methods for calculating 

travel times have been based on measured or average speeds in fixed 

subsections ~' 10) rather than by predicting the changing traffic flow 

conditions. 

DEVELOPMENT OF METHOD 

Traffic Flow Theory 

The deterministic theory of traffic flow has been shown to be very 

useful in describing freeway traffic conditions and in providing a basis 

for a rational explanation of certain observed traffic phenomena (11, 

12, 13). The results of several approaches to the deterministic theory 

of traffic flow have been summarized by Drew (14) in his textbook on 

traffic flow theory and control. In general, the traffic flow theory 

has presented several methematical models that relate the traffic flow 

variables of volume, speed, and density. 

One of the more frequently used deterministic theories of traffic 

flow is Greenshields' well-known linear speed-density model (11) 
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or 

where 

u = 

uf 

k 

u 

k. 
k ""'" k. - _l_ u 

J uf 

speed of the traffic stream 

free speed as defined in Figure 

density of the traffic stream 

1-a 

k. = jam density as defined in Figure 1-a 
J 

(1) 

(2) 

Using the general equation of the traffic stream, q = ku, where q is the 

mean rate of traffic flow, the resulting parabolic relationships between 

traffic speed ,g _and volt1llle are. formulat.ed. SlJ.b,etitutillg from equation 2 

for density k.'~'into q ·= ku yields 

q k.u 
J 

2 
u (3) 

A similar relationship exists between volume q and density k. . Sub-

stituting from equation 1 for speed u in q = ku yields 

(4) 

Equations 1, 3 and 4 are presented in generalized form in Figures 

1-a, b and c, respectively. Also shown is the point on each of the 

respective curves that represents an assumed traffic flow condition 

existing on a section of freeway during normal operating conditions. 
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Figure 1 - Speed, Volume, and Density Relationships 
Using Greenshield's Model 



Normal flow conditions exist when freeway traffic demand is less than 

capacity and there is no congestion or incidents on the freeway. 

Initial Effe'cts of Incident 

When an accident occurs on a high volume freeway, it has been widely 

observed that a queue forms at the location of the accident. The queue 

and its resulting congestion then begin backing upstream from the scene 

of the bottleneck, often for several miles during peak hour operations. 

Whitson (15) has presented volume-density plots of freeway operations in 

Houston during an incident that clearly illustrates this upstream pro-

gression of the queueing area and its corresponding congestion. The 

frontal boundary of this queue, as it moves upstream, is commonly called 

the shock wave. Freeway surveillance of traffic operations during in-

cidents has indicated that the shock wave commonly travels from 10 to 

20 miles per hour during moderate to heavy traffic conditions. 

Whitson (15) a];so noted that a wave moves downstream from the incident 

location. Thiswave denotes the shange that occ;.urs downstream of the 

incident frbm normal traffic flow toa much lighter flow. The reduction 

in t~e c;.apacity of the freeway caused by an, accident, or other lane 
/, :··: ... •., 

blocking incident, thus meters the freeway flowdownstream from the site 

of the incident, but causes a queue and congestion to form upstream of 

,it. 

Figure 2 presents a graphic summary of, freeway traffic conditions 

upstream and downstream of the incident location while the l.ncident blocks 

the freeway. The congested queue is bounded by the shock wave and the 

incident location with the queue having a nearly saturated density k 
q 
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Developed Due to an Accident 
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which is much higher than the normal density k (Also see Figure 3). 
n 

Downstream of the incident in the metered flow region, the density is 

reduced from the normal density k existing before the incident to a 
n 

much lighter metered density k , reflecting a higher mean traffic speed. 
m 

The location of the clearing wave defines the boundary between the 

metered flow and the as yet undisturbed normal flow region. 

Wave Theory 

Lighthill and Whitham have presented a theoretical model for com-

puting the speed of a shock wave based on changes in volume and density. 

The speed of the shock wave is given by (16) 

(5) 

where 

wul = the speed of the shock wave 

k = traffic density in the congested queue q 

k traffic density dur:tng normal operations n 

qq = flow rate (traffic volume) in the congested queue 

qn flow rate (traffic volume) during normal operations 

The wave subscript notation refers to the direction of travel of the 

wave and the position number. That is, Wul' the shock wave, is the speed 

of the first wave that travels upstream during incident conditions. 

Wdl would be the first wave traveling downstream. As was noted in Figure 

2, the density k in th~ congested queue is greater than the normal 
q 

density k • The incident is assumed to reduce the capacity of the freeway n 
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to q that is less than the normal flow q , which is a requirement if 
q n 

congestion is to form. Thus, the speed of the shock wave Wul will be 

negative indicating the wave is moving upstream. 

As illustrated in the volume-density curve in Figure 3, the speed of 

Wul' the shock wave moving upstream from the location of the incident, 

is the slope of the chord that connects the point characterizing the 

traffic condition within the congested queue with the point characterizing 

normal traffic conditions. The negative speed of Wul is also indicated 

in Figure 3 since the slope of the chord that defines Wul from equation 

5 is negative. 

As shown in Figure 3, the traffic flow rate ~ in the clearing metered 

section downstream of the bottleneck incident is the same as the bottle-

neck flow rate qq' but the density k within the metered area is much 
m 

lower than the density k in the congested queueing section. The speed 
q 

of the metered wave, which is the boundary between the metered and 

normal traffic operation, is 

where 

wdl 

~ 

qq 

qn 

k m 

k n 

= 

= 

= 

= 

q - q \ 
m n 

k - k m n 

q - q q n 
k - k m n 

speed of the clearing metered wave oeing 

wave moving downstream from the incident 

flow rate (traffic volume) in the metered 

the first 

section 

flow rate (traffic volume) in the queue and equals 

normal flow rate (traffic volume) 

density in metered section 

= normal density 

(6) 

qm 



Since both the numerator and denominator of equation 6 are negative, Wdl 

is positive, indicating that the clearing metered wave is traveling 

downstream from the site of the incident bottleneck. 

After a time T has elapsed since the incident occurred, the incident 

is assumed to be completely removed from the freeway, as shown in Figure 

4. When the incident is removed, the capacity of the freeway is increased 

and the vehicles stored upstream of the site of the incident then begin 

to travel downstream. The flow of these vehicles out of the downstream 

end of the congested queue also begins to shorten or clear-up the queue 

upstream of the site of the incident. Figure 4 presents a summary of the 

traffic operating conditions along the affected sections of freeway from 

the time the incident begins until the freeway traffic operations return 

to normal sometime after the incident is removed. The shock wave Wul 

and the clearing metered wave Wdl are depicted as the boundary vectors 

emanating upstream and downstream, respectively, from point A in Figure 

4, which defines the beginning of the incident. The equations given in 

Figure 4 for the wave speeds are developed on pages 12-16. 

The freeway traffic flow in the high density, high flow region, 

denoted as region c (capacity) in Figure 4, may be described as generally 

being unstable flow at or slightly under the maximum flow at normal 

capacity. For the purposes of this analysis, the average flow and density 

within this high density, high volume section is assumed to be at capacity, 

noted as the capacity point in Figure 3. As soon as the incident 

bottleneck is removed from the freeway, this unstable near capacity region 

of flow begins to travel both upstream from the incident location 
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(point Bin Figure 4), reducing the queue length, and downstream from 

the incident, increasing the flow and density downstream. 

Associated with the movement upstream of the capacity flow region is 

the wave wu2 noted in Figure 4. Likewise, the wave wd 2 moves downstream 

from the site of the incident (when it is removed) that defines the 

boundary between the capacity flow and the metered regions. Using 

Figure 3, it follows that 

wu2 = 

q - q 
c q 

k - k 
(7) 

c q 

where WuZ is the speed of the capacity boundary wave moving upstream, 

(q , k ) and (q , k ) define the volume-density operating conditions in 
c c q q 

the capacity flow region, c, and congested queue region, q, noted in 

Figure 3. Note in Figure 4 that wu2 is the second wave that travels 

upstream. 

The boundary of the high density, capacity flow region travels 

downstream at a speed of 

= 
qc~ 
k - k 

c m 
(8) 

where WdZ is the boundary wave speed, (qc' kc) and (qm, km) define 

the volume--density operating conditions in the capacity flow region, c, 

and the clear metered region, m, respectively, noted in Figure 3 and 

Figure 4. Note again that q = q • m q 

As indicated in Figure 4, one remaining wave occurs before the 

freeway traffic conditions return to normal. Sometime after the 
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incident is removed, the capacity flow wave Wuz will catch the shock 

wave Wul and the congested queue will have been dissipated. At this 

point, the final clearing wave wd
3 

forms and begins to move downstream. 

This wave defines the boundary between the high density capacity flow 

region and normal traffic flow. The speed of the wave is 

(9) 

where wd3 is the speed of the last clearing wave and (qc' kc) and 

(qn' kn) define the volume and density in the capacity flow and normal 

regions, respectively, shown in Figures 3 and 4. 

Computing Shock Waves from Speed 

Freeway surveillance of incidents on the Gulf Freeway in Houston 

has indicated that a very useful and reliable method for readily de-

tecting the occurrence of an incident on the freeway is to measure the 

change that occurs in the stream speed (or occupancy) in the queueing 

area immediately upstream of the scene of the incident. This suggests 

that it would be desirable if the entire freeway traffic flow existing 

during incident conditions (in essence, a mathematical description 

of Figure 4) could be related to the normal speed u existing before 
n 

the incident occurred and the average speed within the congested queue, 

u . The average speed i.n the queue could b(' determi.ned from the incident 
q 

bottleneck capacity qq using equation J. 

Figure 4 indicates that a descrLption of freeway traffic conditions 

during an incident depends heavily on knowing the speeds and locations 

12 



of the various waves in time and space and on knowing _the duration of the 

incident. The following development is directed toward relating the 

previously discussed wave speeds to the normal traffic speed u and the 
n 

queue speed u . 
q 

The two wave speeds Wul and Wdl are of primary interest while the 

incident forms a bottleneck on the freeway. Note that the shock wave 

Wul in equation 5 can be written as a function of only the normal traffic 

speed u and the speed u in the congested queue since q = f(u) from 
n q 

equation 3 and k = f(u) from eql!ation 2. Since the speed of the shock 

wave is 

from equation 5 and substituting for k = f(u) and q f(u) from equations 

2 and 3 yield 

k k. 2 - k u + k. 2 .u - , u , u 
J q ~ q j n ~ n 

f n 
(10) 

k-. - ~ u - k + ~- u 
J u q j n 

f uf 

Subtracting the k 's and rearranging yields 
j 

k. 2 2 
k. (u - u ) - _J_ ( u - u ) 

J q n uf q n 

k. ( ) -_J_ u -u 
u q n 

(11) 

n 

Dividing by -k./uf and by (u - u ) leaves 
J q n 

(12) 
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where Wul is the speed of the shock wave, uf is the free speed, and un 

and u are the normal and queue speeds, respectively. For the Greenshields 
q 

linear speed-density model being used, the speed-volume curve of Figure 

1-b is symmetrical about the speed at capacity. Thus, the·sum of u + u 
n q 

will be less than uf as long as the bottleneck capacity flow qq is less 

than the normal flow q that existed before the incident occurred. 
n 

The speed of the clearing metered wave Wdl' progressing downstream 

from the scene of the incident, can be developed in a similar manner 

since 

q - q q n 
k - k m n 

from equation 6. However, k must first be related to traffic conditions 
m 

existing within the queueing section. Referring to Figure 3 and using 

equation 4 which related q = f(k), it follows that k = f(q) is 
m 

Substituting q = f(u ) from equation 3 into equation 13 yields q q 

which reduces to 

k v k k k. 2 
k = J - J - J . (k u - _J_ u ) 
m 2 4 uf j q uf q 

k 
k =-=.iu 

m uf q 

14 
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Returning to the equation for the metered wave speed of equation 6, 

the results of equation 15 are then substituted for k which yields 
m 

(16) 

Next, the volume and density relationships as a function of speed, equation 

2 and 3, are then substituted into equation 16, yielding 

or 

Dividing by uf/kj yields 

Factoring -(u - u ) results in 
q n 

k.u 
J q 

k. 
+ _J_ u 

u n n 

k. 2 2 
k. (u - u ) - J (u - u ) 

J q n uf q n 

k. 
~ (u + u ) - k. 
uf q n J 

(17) 

(18) 

u (u - u ) - (u - u ) {u +-u ) · 
f q n q n q . n (lg) 

u + u - uf q n 

-(u - u ) (ti + u - ~f) q n q n 

15 

u + u - u 
q n f 

(20) 



and dividing out (u + u - uf) yields q n 

W =u -u dl . n q 
(21) 

where Wdl is the clearing metered .w~ve·spe~d, ~n :!-.s the normal speed on 

the freeway before the incident, and u is the speed in the congested 
q 

queue. 

As has been noted in Figure.'4;';,when the bottleneck incident is 

removed, three additional waves are generated. The equations for com-

puting these waves. have also been presented. · .. The procedures used to 

relate the wave speeds to· the normal .• speed u 'arld the speed in the con
n 

gested queue·u ·follow the two previous examples. Hence, only the result 
. q . 

of these three analyses will be presonted. 

wu2 
uf 

= --+ u 2 q 
(22) 

wa·2 
uf 

=-- u 2 q 
(23) 

wa3 
uf 

= - -+ u 
2 n 

(24) 

Discussion of Model 

The results of th~ P!evious eql.tations are summarized in Figure 4. 

The bottleneck incident occurs at P~'lnt A in time and space and it lasts 

until the time of point B is reached. Th~ maximum queue backup along 

the freeway from the locat.i<?~ of the incident is noted as point C in 

Figure 4. 
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Comparisons of different wave speeds are made in the interest of 

providing additional insight and information of the models descript.ion 

of the freeway's operation during the incident. Since it is proposed 

that wu2 must catch the initial shock wave Wul' the difference between 

them yields the rate of queue dissipation, or 

(25) 

This difference will be negative as expected since the normal speed u 
n 

is greater than the speed at normal capacity flow uf/2 using Greenshields 

linear model of traffic flow. The expected negative difference also 

follows from the initial assumption that-the normal flow was stable 

before the incident occurred with operating speeds above the speed at 

capacity (See Figure 1). Equation 25 confirms the expectation that the 

lighter the normal traffic flow before the incident (a larger u ) the 
n 

quicker the queue is dissipated. 

For the three waves traveling downstream, the differences indicate 

each subsequent wave is slower than the previous one. This suggests that 

these waves never intersect downstream of the incident as if all three 

waves were rays emanating from a connnon point source. These results 

are based on the differences between 

and 

17 
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uf - u n 
- u q 

(26) 

(27) 



Both of these differences are. positive iiJ.dica~~ng Wdl- is fa~ter than 

w d2 w~ich in turn .is _faster than wd3' the 'third and fin~l wave traveli~g 

downstream. These results are reflected in the respective_ slop~s_of the 

waves shown in Figure 3. 

PREDICTION OF FREEWAY TRAVEL TIMES 

The procedure for computing the travel times of vehicles on the 

freeway ·during incident·conditions requires a knowledge of freeWCI.Y traffic 

speeds as a ftinc tion ·of time and distance. Figure- 4 has b_een shown_ tq 

define the time and space locations of; the four different freeway .. traffic 

flow conditions- that. exist during· incident•: conditione?. ;Tpe- a,verage · 

volumes and densities· existing within each of __ these flow regions has 

been noted in Figure 3. · Thus,. the ave-rage 'traffic speed _w,;l-t:hin. each: of 

the flow regions can he- de-termined- using equation_ L~ ' The traffic- sp~e~ 

within each region and two examples of vehicles- travelin-g through .. a.--

congested freeway section duringr an in:cid-ent· are.pr.es·ented. -in~ Figure 5. 

Again, a.ll- speeds are being computed _·from orrly · t:wo traffic;~·;var,iables ,-- the 

notmal speed tf .. and 'the· speed wi t·hin the :congested ·queue -u · • Recall-
n q 

that u:r is the: free speed paratneter Jn Greenshields' l·inear s-peed-:d:ensity 

model. 

The procedure for computing the travel times of two vehicles will be 

illustrated. As shown as point A in Figure-S, one vehicle is assumed to 

be at an entrance ramp at t , the time the incident occurs. This vehicle 
0 

would travel at a speed u until it intercepts the shock wave backing up 
n 

the freeway at B. The speed of the vehicle ~ould then drop considerably 

18 
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to u while the vehicle travels through the congested queue. When it 
q 

passes the incident location at C, the vehicle then enters the high speed 
' ,;;, 

::·'tl!~_tered region., having a speed un = uf - uq. The vehicle is as1umed 
- ). ~-. ~ ~ 

The travel' ti.ilre fot' 'this vehicle would ~-to leave .. J:he freeway system at D. 
...\ i ..,.r-(, 

~- ;.~ . / ~ 

·be tD - t
0

• 
·. 

One feature of the tr,fivel time model is that it permits an;immediate 
_,.•':•-:.K 

,.,_ 

prediction, ap ,~oo,n as, the incid:•ent is detected, of the travel times of 
": .:·~~~- ~\{ -:i~,. . ' '/I# 

~ ... figure 5' ten minutes after an incident occurred. 
~~ -'t<',~~ .... ~. ~;!'_~ ~¥" . ~ ·.·..t- 4 ~-~~-· 

--. .-~~-. ~- .. 

the vehlcle.,,;,),~~en intercepts the sh()c~-,.:wa.ve at J and remains in the qt).'¢pe 
~.r c• P..•.,. '~ -:· _.;;.r-·· _,_·,;..~-~{'~ ; ·l~J.-; 

until the capacity''''ll{&w w~~e _at K ~s .reaeqed. J:h~ vehicle then remai~ 

The travel ttme 
,# 

on th~r!'t'eeway .. ""'~rom point I to L wou~.?-,.'be TL - T10 minutes. 
(:~~ _;:, <:·.~- . ·;::· ~f ~ . · · L~ _ / 
Th~(~ipte-distanc.:e "pith that ,cr\rehicle would trace along Ffgure 5, 
'.. ,. -~ . .,. . . . ' --~ -~ ... ~\ _.;· 

e.g., path IJKL, is ~ot kno~*).nitially for an incident and mu~t be 
;x·-,,~_,,,_,';·"'"'·'-~lih·,._ , . _,,'ftJ/" ::·_ '" - .. :»;....~. ... ,: 

comput~tt''"ilJ. .. ~. trial cind ... error manner~. w,A C.OJ;I~puter program, whi~h requires 
- J . ' ' ...•• ''<•,_,..,,. ·~'t •. }f.,t "' ........ ;, .. ·' "' 

only a few seconds to·· execute, was written to compute:'~ these trav:e.l ·times. 

. ! 

times computed for an inc:i,d_.e:nt .. a;re,_,.included in Appendix A. 
~-· .. : ; ;~ / ~; f ~' -~- :~ ;~;·:· :~· 1 ~ 

~ ' , . 

A travel time solution will be presented for a typical lane blockage 

incident that occurred on the inbound Gulf Freeway in Houston. A vehicle 

stalled on the median lane at 8:-16 a.m., reducing the capacity by about 

one-half, and was removed six minutes later at 8:22, is shown in Figure 6. 

This figure also shows the predicted operating speeds, wave speeds and 

average traffic conditions during incident conditions. The incident 
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Figure 6 - Time-Space Diagram of Traffic Conditions During Incident 



generated a shock wave having a speed of 11 miles per hour. It moved 

upstream for 13 minutes, until 8:29, resulting in a queue backup of about 

two and one-half miles. The shock wave was predicted to arrive at the 

Griggs ramp at 8:24 and was observed to arrive at 8:25 a.m. 

Figure 7 shows the predicted travel time from any freeway location 

shown to the end of the system if the vehicle were to begin its trip 

at the time shown. The predicted travel times at 8:16, the time the 

incident occurred, are hLgher than the travel times expected just before 

the incident occurred. Note ~hat tht~ predicted travel times at the Griggs 

and Lombardy ramps located upstream of the incident increase for about 

ten minutes, four minutes after the blockage was removed. 

Feasibility Study 

The method presented for predicting travel times requires estimates 

for several variables and parameters. The location, duration, and 

severity of the incident must be established in addition to the normal 

average operating speed, speed in queue, and free spee,d.· During real

time operations, all of these would have to be estimated within a short 

period of time based on real-time traffic data. The accuracy of these 

estimates would directly affect the accuracy of the travel time pre

diction model. Based on the literature available and freeway operational 

experience, it would appear that an accurate prediction of incident 

duration would be the most difficult variable to determine (2). Research 

is currently being conducted in this area to develop the necessary 

detection and estimation techniques. 

An initial feasibility study was conducted, however, to determine the 
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accuracy of the method in predicting travel times if all the necessary 

variables and parameters were accurately determined. One off-peak and 

three peak period incidents that occurred on the Gulf Freeway in Houston 

were evaluated. Freeway traffic flow was normal and not congested before 

the lane blockages occurred. The incident data were accurately recorded 

from television surveillance available in the freeway surveillance 

center, together with the resulting freeway traffic flow data available 

from computer printout. Ten auto travel times were manually recorded 

from the television surveillance for each incident. All travel time 

computations were made at a later date. Since each incident occurred 

at a different location on the freeway, the free speed, Uf, used in the 

method was adjusted slightly to provide the best possible fit of the 

recorded data. 

Figure 8 shows the cumulative percentage of the relative percent 

error between the 40 samples of the auto travel times taken during the 

four incidents and the computer travel times. Two-thirds of the observed 

travel times were within ten percent of the computer travel times, a level 

felt satisfactory for consideration as reliable informatibn. Most of 

the larger errors arose when travel times were being predicted for times 

10-20 minutes after the incidents occurred. Again, based on the available 

data, this is the highest accuracy that could be expected to be obtained 

with accurate estimates of the incident variables under id-eal conditions. 
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c 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••• c 
C***** PROGRAA4 TO PREDICT TRAVEL TlMES FOR IHC I DENT CONDU IONS 
C** WRITTEN BY MESSER---------- DOCUMENTED AND MODIFIED BYFRfEBELE 
c 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c .· . . . . . 

COMMON UWC61oPTI91oPDI~J,SIGNLilOitUTI41oTTC10tlOI 
c 
c••••• 
c 

UTC ll• SPEED OF TRAFFIC BEFO~E INCII)ENT (FPSI 

c••••• c 
ZLOC "' LOCATION OF INCIDI;,.T WI RESPECT TO CULLEN STA. 500o ·- TO BE INPUT 

c••••• c 
TD = DURATION OF INCIDENT IN SECONDS/100 **** TO BE INPUT********** 

c RATIO a INC I OEIH CAPACITY /NORMAL FREEWAY CAPACITY 
c 

OLL=O. 
DUL;;~OO. 

2000 
REAocz ,zooons, ro,noc,urc 11 ,uno 
FORMAT(i.:lOoZI 

c 

CALL CHECK IDUL,ZLOC,TB,TO,FI 
CAI,.L CO"ltl) IZLOC,TB,TDtPLLtOULtFtRATtOI 
CALL S(lt.Ve CZLQC,OLL,DULtTIH 
CALL ElCtr 
ENO 

SUilROUl'tNE CHECK IOUl,tZLOC,TBiiTD,FI 

C**U* THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO COMP I t.E INPUT HI FORMA T1 ON 
c 

c 
c 

CnMMON UWI61 oPTC 9hPOI91 oSIGNt.llOJ,UTII•I, TTC lOt 101 

SllFF•UTill/1.47 
ATOaTO*lllll 
BTO=ATO/t;O. 
IZLOC•ZIAC 
WRtTE13o990ISBEFoUTC l I, IZLOC,8T00 ATO 

990 FflRMATC'l 1 0 /110Xt 1 SPEED BEFORE INCIDENT ••,l=c;.t,• MPH (l,t=o;.t, 
*' FPSP,IlOX, 1 t.OCATIQN OF INCIDENT IS STA •. •,ISo 1 +00 1 ,/lOX, 
*'DURATI~~ OF INC[DENT IS 1 oF4.lo 1 MIN. l'oF6oOt 1 SEC.I'o//1 

C***** SIGNLft);: OETECT.JON LOCATIONS 1500.00• CULLEN! 
c 

c 

SIGNLI 1J;:2~Q.OO 
SIGNLI21•300.00 
S IGNL U 1•305 •. 98 
SIGNL(41=33l.66 
S IGNLC5 1•353. 52 
SIGNLC61=373.8'J 
S IGNL ( 71•393.04 
SIGNL(81•41Zo63 
SIGNLC91•44lo47 
SIGNL(l~I=470.00 
RETURN 
!;NO 

SUBROUTINE COORD CZLOC,TB,TD,OLLoOULoFtRATIOI 
c 
C***** THIS SUB~OUTJNE COMPILES A.LL OUTPUT INFOR 
c 

c 

DIMENSION MMClOI 
COMMON U\4(6 J,PTI91t,PD(9),S IGNL( lOt. UTi 41, fTC l0o101 
UF•82. 
UFl•UF/1.47 
WRITEC3t9911UF1,UF 
FORMAT(/l0Xo 1 FREE SPEED • 1 ,F5olt 1 MPH 1' 0 F5olt 1 FP~I'o/1 
IFIUTili-UFI 70,70,71 

C***** UT II I • QUEUE .SPEEDS 
c 
c 

c 
c 

Tl UTUI•UF 

. 70.liC•UF/2. 
NUI4•0 
.1(1•.5 
A•1.0-~HIO 

161 XZ • )(1+A/X1 
X2 • X212o 
NUM•NUM+l 
IF INUM-~1 162,163,163 

162 Xl = X2 
GO TO 161 

163 x2 • 1.o-x~ 
UTIZI • 1oS*UF*X2 
fFIUC-UTC21-5.1 31,30,30 

C***** UWIII• WAVE SPEEDS 
c 

c 
c 

31 urc z , .. uc-5. 
30 IFCUT.HI-UC•3 0 1 32,33,33 
32 UTCllioUC+3. 
33 IFtUF-UTC11-UTI2ll 35,35,34 
35 UTCli•UF-UTI21-lo 
34 UTI4I•UC 

UT U) •UF-UTC 2 I 
llWili••UF+UTili+UTCZI 
UWI21•-UC+UTI21 
UWf31•UTI11-UC 
UW(4l•Ufl Lt•UTC 21 
llWISI•UC-UTC21 

C***"'* PT( II 41110 PDC0 a SPEED INTE~CEPTS 
c 

PTC11•U 
PO( ll•li.OC 
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c 

c 

PT 12 l=TBHO 

~~~~;~;~~-~~+POl ~n+UWil I ;,..pT I 1 I -uwl2 l *PTI2 l 
D IF =UW 11 l -UW I 2.1 · 
IFIDIFI 5.,6,5 

6 DIF=1. 
5 T=SUM/0 v: "" 

D=PDI11+UWI11*1T-PTI111 
IFIO-DLLI 11,12,12 

11 PTI31=PTI11+1DLL-P0{1))/liWI11 
PO 13 l =01.1_ 

PTI4l=PTI2l+IDLL-PDI21l/llWI21 
PD14 f=DI_I_ 
PTI5l=T+IDLL-D)/UWI3l 
PDI5l~'Otl ... 
PTI6l=PTI5l+IDUL-PDI5))/UW(3,) 
pi) 16) =1)1)1_ . 

GO TO D 
12 PTI3l=f 

PO{ 3 l =ll 
PTI4J:f 
P0(4 l ::ll 
PT I 5) = f 
P0(5l=D 
PTI6l=T+I0UL-Dl/UWI31 
PDI6l=D!JL 

13 PTI71=Pf111+10UL-PDilll/!JWI41 
PO 17 l =DUL 
PTI8l=Pfi21+1DUL-POIZII/UWI5l 
PDIRI=DUL . ~• 
PTI91=321f)O. 
PDI9l=DUL 
UWI6l=O. 

wq_ITE 13, -J4l 
54 FORMATI/16X, 1 0PERATING SPEEDS AND WAVE SPEEDS 1 ,/) 

W R. I T E I 3 , 55 ) I UT I I l , I ='1 o'-4 I' 
WRITE.( 3,551 I UW II I ,'1 "'lo 61 
WRITEI3,'>6l .. 

56 FORMATI/35X{ 1 ~HOCKWAVE INTERC~PTS'~/1 
WRITEI3,55}(PT(I},I=lt91 
WRITEI3,55liPDII 1,!=1,91 
M"'l 11=0 
00 88 1==2,10 

88 MMIII=M~II-11+2 
WRITEI3,57)(MMIJ l,I=1,10l 

57 FORMAT(//43X, 1 T '{AVE L TIME 5 1 ,//, 1 FROM r'IM'=;~**'~*'~*'• 
*1018Xtl2l,/l 

55 FORMAT! l")t=10.ll 
RETURN 
END 

SURROUT I '1': SOLVE ( Z LOG, Ill_ L, DIJL ,TR l 
COMMON UW I 6 l , P T I 9 l , P fl I 9 l , ~ I GN L1 1 0 l , \1 r I 4 l , TT I 10 , l o l 
TX=PT(5l+llLDC-I'Il(5)l/UWI 1) 

no 10 L=1.10 
TIME=TB-~. 
on 12 M::t,1o 
TIME=TI~>:+2. 

TV=TIME 
DVEH=S I G1'1L I U 
TTIL,Ml=O. 
NU=l 
IFIZLOC-SIGNLILll 60 7 60,13 

13 JUT=3 
JLT=1 
JW=1 
CALL EQCK INU,DVEH,TV,JUT,JLT,JW,JLT,ITEST,T,D,ADDTJ: 
IFIITESTI 70,40,15 

40 NU=1 
JUT=9 
JLT=6 
JW=6 
CALL EQCK INU,DVEH,TV,JUT,JLT,JW,JLT,ITEST,T,O,AODTJ 
IFIITESTI 41,42,41 

41 TT I L ,M I =TT ( L, Ml +I DUL-DVEH l/liT I NUl 
GO TO 12 

42 JUT=6 
JLT=5 
JW=3 
CALL EQ:{ INU,DVEH,TV,JUT,JLT,JW,JLT,ITEST,T,O,AODTI" .,_ 
IFIITESTI 44,41,43 . 1 " 

43 TTIL,MI=ffiL,Ml+AilDT 
DVEH=D 
TV=T 

44 NU=4 
JUT=6 
JLT=8 
JW=6 
CALL EQt!\ INU,[)VIIf,TV,JUl,JLT,JW,JI r,,JTFSTtTtO,,A[)DT.f 
I.FIITE~II 4l,46,'tl ,, 

4h JUT=8 
JLT=7 
JWz"> 
CALL E•~. ( I NU, OVIII, TV, JU I , ~J L T, J W t ,JI. r, IT F.S r, T, 0, 1\fl.i;>,t_t_ 
IF I I T E S I I 48, 41 , '• r 

47 TTIL,M)"rf(L,MI+AilOT 
OVEH=O 
TV=T 

48 NU=3 
JUT=8 
JLT=7 
JW=6 
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c 
c 

CALL EQCK INU,DVEH,TV,JUT,JLTtJW,JLT,ITEST,T,Dt~DDT) 
IF(ITESfl 41,50,41 

50 JUT•7 
JLT•l 
JW•4 
CALL EQCK INU,OVEH,TV,JUT,JLT,JW,JLf,ITESTtTtDtADDT) 
IFliTEST) 52,52,51 

51 TTILtMl•TT(L,Ml+ADDT 
DVEH=D 
TV•T 

52 NU=l 
GO TO 41 

15 TTILtMl=TTCL,Ml~ADDT 
DVEH=D 
TV=T 

72 NU=2 
JUT=2 
JLT=l 
JW=6 
CALL EQCK (NU,OVEHtTV,JUT,JLT,JW,JLT,ITEST,T,0,4DDTt 
IFIITESTl 41,18,17 

17 TT(L,Ml=TT(L,Ml+ADDT 
OVEH=D 
TV=T 
GO TO 48 

18 JUT=4 
JLT=2 
JW=2 
CALL EQCK INU,OVEH,TV,JUT,JLT,JW,JLT,ITEST,T,O,AODT) 
IFfiTESTI 44,41,19 

19 TT(L,Ml=TT(L,Ml+ADDT 
DVEH=O 
TV=T 
GO TO 44-

70 IFlTV-PT(21) 72,72,71 
71 IF(TV-Pf(S.)) 73,40,40 
73 NU=2 

GO TO 1'3 
60 IFITV-PT(lll 41,41,61 
61 IFCTV-PTI7)) 62,62,63 
62 NU=3 

GO TO 50 
63 IF(TV-PT(2)) 48,48,64 
64 IF(TV~PT(~)) 65,65,66 
65 NU=4 

.GO TO 46 
66 IF(TV-TX) 44944t67 
67 IF(TV-PT(6)) 42t42,40 
12 CON'tiNUE 
10 CONTINUE 

DO 82 L=l,10 
DO 83 M=ltlO 

. C***** TT(L,MI= TRAVEL TIMES 
c 

c 

c 
c 

83 TT(L,Ml=TTIL,Ml*100 
82 CONTINU~ 

DO 80 L=1,10 
80 WRITEC3,Rll SIGNLILI,ITTIL,MltM•ltlO) 
81 FORMAT(/, 1 STA.'tF7.2t8X,lO(F10.0)t 

RETURN 
END 

SUB~OUTINE EQCK (NU,OVEH,TV,JUT,JLT,JWtJB,ITESf,t,D,ADDT) 

C***** THIS SUBROUTINE CHECKS BOUNDARY CONDITION£ FO OUTP~T INFOR c ' 
COMMON UW(6J,PTI9),PDC9ltSIGNL(lOJ,UTI4l~TT(10,10) 
SUM=-OVE~+PD(J8)+UT(NU)*TV-UW(JW)*PT(JB1 
DIF=UT(NUJ-UW(JWI 
IF(DIFJ 5,6,5 

6 OIF=l. 
5 T=SUM/DIF 

ADDT=T-TV 
IF ( A DOT) 7, 7, 8 

7 ITEST=-1 
GO TO ~ 

8 D=DVEH+UT(NU)*ADDT 
IFCT-PTCJLT)) 2,1,1 

1 IFCPT(JUTJ-T) 2,3,3 
2 ITEST=O 

GO TO 9 
3 ITEST=l 
9 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END ; 32 



SPEED BEFORE INCIDENT = 36.0 MPH ( 53.0 FPSl 
LOCAT[~N QF INCIDENT IS STA. 412+00 
DURATION OF INCIDENT IS 5.9 MIN. ( 360. SEC.l 

FREE S~EED = 55.7 MPH ( 82.0 FPSl 

OPERATING SPEEDS AND WAVE SPEEDS 

53.0 13.8 ,63.1 41.0 
-15.1 -27.1 "12.0 39.1 27.1 o.o 

SHOCKWAVE INTE~GEPTS 

o.o 3.6 < 8.1 8.1 8.1 25.8 2.2 6.8 32000.0 
412.0 4-12.0 zg3.o 288.0 288.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 

w 
w 

T R A V E L T I M E S 

FROM TIME******** Q 2 4 6 3 10 12 14 16 13 

STA. 280.00 535. 583. 566. 549. 532. 515. 497. 480. 463. 446. 

STA. 300.00 474. 549. 531. 514. 487. 480. 463. 446. 4~9. 412. 

STA. 305~98 455. 538. 521.' 504. 473. 470. 453 .• 436. 418. 401. 

STA. 331.66 376. 494. 477. 434. 410. 410. 408. 391. 374. 3?7. 

STA. 353~52 309. 435. 434. 357. 357. 357. 357. 35:3. 336. 319. 

STA. 373.88 246. 373. 351 .. 307;. 307. 307. 307. 307. 301.>' 234. 

STA. 393.04 201. 266. ·, ·266. 260. 260. 260. 260. 260. 260. 251. 

STA. 412.63 164. 164. 157. 213. n3. n3. .213. H3. H3. 213. 

STA. 441.4 7 110. llO. 85. 142. 142. 142. 142. 142. 142. 142. 

STA. 470.00 56. 56. 43. 64. 7 3. 73. 73. 73. 73. 73. 
II END 03 DEC 73 13.622 HRS 
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